Being new in Germany might cause questions on how to deal with different administrative necessities. To help you find answers to these questions and to make your stay and in particular your start in Munich easier and more comfortable, we have invited a number of experts in the fields of residence titles, health insurance and (income) tax.

The info session will start with an introductory presentation from each expert to each topic. To make it as informative as possible and to give each of you the possibility to ask your individual questions, the main part of the event will be designed as a fair where each expert will have their own table and you can approach them according to your needs. The talks will be held in English.

The Experts

- **Residence title & German immigration law**: Sabine Strotmann, Ausländerbehörde München
- **Income tax**: Johannes Stetten, Lohnsteuerhilfe e.V.
- **Health Insurance**: tba

Registration

We invite all international researchers of TUM and the Max Planck Society and kindly ask you to **register by February 12, 2018**. Please send an email to Stefanie Bossert, stating your first and last name, your affiliation (TUM or MPG), and your nationality. We look forward to meeting you.